121 Fig 1. Graphical outline of the methods. Purple rectangle shapes correspond to methods subsections, 122 meaning they represent steps in the processing workflow, orange parallelogram shapes represent data, 123 blue diamond shapes represent binary decisions on data, gray rectangle shapes represent excluded data, 124 and green isosceles trapezoid shapes correspond to subcomponents of the algorithm. 125
126 Data Capture and Cleaning
127
Hospital admission radiology reports from non-contrast head CT scans were extracted from 128 EMRs for subjects participating in the CLASSIFY-TBI study (details in S1 Protocol). Each radiology 129 report was converted to a spaCy [26] container for assessing linguistic annotations and partitioned into 130 sentences. Sentences before "Findings" and after "Impressions" sections were removed. Then, the 131 sentences were concatenated with newline characters replaced with a space, symbols removed, and 132 whitespace stripped. Radiology reports that did not contain "Findings" or "Impressions" sections were 133 removed along with radiology reports containing multiple scan types.
135 Calculate TF-IDF and Cosine Similarities

136
Using scikit-learn [27] TfidfVectorizer, the corpus was converted into a matrix of TF-IDF 137 (term-frequency times inverse document-frequency) features using n-grams with n-range from one to 138 ten. Cosine similarities were calculated between each pair of radiology reports by multiplying the TF-139 IDF matrix by its transpose. Using the cosine similarity for each pair of radiology reports, one 140 radiology report was randomly selected and all radiology reports with at least 0.70 cosine similarity to 141 that radiology report were collected in a set. From this set, one radiology report was randomly selected 142 to keep for further analysis and the remainder were removed. This was applied recursively for each set 143 until each radiology report was retained for further analysis or marked for removal. The purpose of this 144 removal was to reduce the data requiring human annotation. Details in S2 Appendix.
146 Dataset Partitioning
147
A random deck of three numbers the same size as the number of radiology reports retained for 148 analysis was created. The three numbers represented the proportion of radiology reports to be assigned 149 to each of the datasets: 10% initialization, 40% training, and 50% validation. From the set of radiology 150 reports retained for analysis, one radiology report was randomly selected along with up to three most 151 similar radiology reports, based on cosine similarity. From this subset, each radiology report was 152 assigned the next number in the shuffled deck. This was applied recursively until each radiology report 153 was assigned to one dataset.
154
The initialization dataset was solely used for training annotators and was not used by the 155 algorithm, the training dataset was used to enhance the development of the algorithm by incorporating 156 input from annotators, and the validation dataset was used to compare the annotators to the developed 157 algorithm to determine the algorithm's viability.
159 Radiology Report Annotation
160
A custom-built Graphical User Interface (GUI) was developed using Python's TkInter library 
186
As a lexicon-based method, pyConTextNLP inputs tab-separated files for lexical targets 187 (indexed events) and lexical modifiers (contextual features). It then converts these into itemData, which 188 contains a literal, category, regular expression, and rule (the latter two are optional). The literal, 189 belonging to a category (e.g., ABSENT), is the lexical phrase (e.g., is negative) in the text. 
198
The following three subsections will describe the details used for extending pyConTextNLP. 219 In deriving the lexical targets, the literal represents a clinical condition relevant to TBI on a non-220 contrast head CT scan (e.g., microhemorrhage) and the category, in this study, is the same (e.g., 221 MICROHEMORRHAGE). The regular expression for each literal (e.g., microhemorrhage(s)?)
222 was added and updated during the training stage.
223
Two examples (Fig 2 and Fig 3) are provided for detailed explanation of the application of 224 lexical modifiers and lexical targets during the algorithm process. 235 changed", the lexical modifier not would be pruned and the lexical modifier do not appear significantly 236 changed would be retained. Then, for the marked lexical targets, the lexical modifiers are applied.
237 Lexical modifiers that are not linked to a lexical target are dropped (modifier pruning). For multiple 238 lexical modifiers for the same lexical target in the same sentence, the nearest lexical modifier by 239 character length is chosen (distance pruning). For example, if the text contained the phrase "multifocal 240 subarachnoid hemorrhage as described above most notably in the right sylvian fissure", the lexical 241 modifier multifocal would be selected via distance pruning over the lexical modifier in the since it is 242 closer in character length to the lexical target, subarachnoid hemorrhage. Span and modifier pruning 243 are part of the pyConTextNLP implementation. Distance pruning was added as part of tbiExtractor.
244
At this stage of processing, each sentence in the radiology report will be marked with lexical 245 targets and linked lexical modifiers. There will be one lexical modifier assigned to one lexical target. 258 However, the annotations PRESENT and ABSENT require further decision rules because no majority 259 exists.
260
In the case where no majority exists, the first lexical modifier in the ordered annotation list is 
281
Omitted, duplicate, and derived targets were implemented as part of the tbiExtractor. At the end 282 of the above processing steps, each radiology report will have a list of 27 lexical targets each with one 283 annotation, which constitutes the structured summary output.
285 Evaluation
286
Radiology reports were assessed using standard statistical measures. Annotator reliability was 287 measured using Cohen's kappa (κ) [36-37]. tbiExtractor was evaluated using standard classification 288 performance metrics (equations in S4 Appendix). True positives were defined as the number of times a 289 lexical target was annotated as PRESENT or ABNORMAL by tbiExtractor and annotators, in the first 290 case. In the second case, SUSPECTED was also assigned to the positive group. True negatives were 291 defined as the number of times a lexical target was annotated as ABSENT or NORMAL by 292 tbiExtractor and annotators. In addition, false positives and false negatives were examined to explore 293 why tbiExtractor errors occurred.
295 RESULTS
Radiology Report Characteristics
297
There were 438 radiology reports extracted: 1 was removed because it did not have both 298 "Findings" and "Impressions" sections, 20 were removed because they contained more than one scan 299 type, and 106 were removed for high cosine similarity. The remaining 311 reports were split into 300 initialization, training, and validation datasets (Table 1) . 
309
In the training dataset, annotators took an average of 2.84 minutes per radiology report.
310 Between 15% and 16% of annotations across radiology reports were selected from default (Table 2) .
311 There was high equivalence in annotations between the annotators (N = 3175). Further, there were an 312 additional 424 similar annotations (i.e., one annotation PRESENT and the other SUSPECTED). In 313 contrast, there were only 88 divergent annotations (i.e., one annotation ABSENT or NORMAL and the 314 other PRESENT or ABNORMAL). Overall, the two annotators were in high agreement (κ = 0.861).
315 After training, NOT SPECIFIED was removed as an annotation option secondary to the overlap with 316 ABSENT and INDETERMINATE.
317
In the validation dataset, annotators took an average of 1.67 minutes per radiology report.
318 Similar to the training dataset, 16% of annotations across radiology reports were selected from default 319 ( Table 2) . For the validation dataset, there was high equivalence in annotations between the annotators 320 (N = 4072), with an additional 598 similar annotations, and only 87 divergent annotations. Overall, the 321 two annotators were in high agreement (κ = 0.913). 332 equivalent was considered the gold standard (Fig 4 dashed line) . The evaluation revealed high 333 performance across all metrics (Table 3) . (Table 4) . Two lexical targets,
Training Validation
356 intraparenchymal hemorrhage and facial fracture, produced the most false negatives, meaning 357 tbiExtractor missed these lexical targets outright. This is likely due to the complexity of these lexical 358 targets and the restriction in the regular expressions to term distance (i.e., the distance between fracture 359 and a term indicating facial is more than the allocated {0, 5} from the regular expression). The 360 remaining lexical targets produced minimal false negatives. Six false positives were produced for intracranial pathology and four for hemorrhage (NOS), 366 meaning tbiExtractor identified these lexical targets as PRESENT, while the annotators marked these 367 as ABSENT. This is due to the derivation of these lexical targets in relation to other lexical targets (i.e., 368 if extraaxial fluid collection is PRESENT, then by decision rules, so is intracranial pathology). The 369 remaining lexical targets produced less minimal false positives. Overall, the errors are minimal as 370 measured by the high F1 scores for the majority of lexical targets.
Lexical Target
371
Further examination of divergent cases (i.e., annotators annotated ABSENT and tbiExtractor 372 annotated PRESENT, or vice versa) revealed the most common diverged lexical targets to be 373 intracranial pathology, facial fracture, intraparenchymal hemorrhage, hemorrhage (NOS), and 374 herniation. The remaining lexical targets exhibited less than four diverged responses. The most
